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The Setting Every Community Up 

For Retirement Enhancement Act

Disclaimer
• The information in this presentation is for educational purposes only and is not 

intended to be a recommendation to purchase or sell any of the stocks, mutual funds, 
or other securities that may be referenced.  The securities of companies referenced or 
featured in the seminar materials are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be 
considered endorsed or recommended for purchase or sale by BetterInvesting™ 
National Association of Investors Corporation (“BI”) or the BetterInvesting Volunteer 
Advisory Board, its volunteer advisory board (“BIVAB”).  The views expressed are those 
of the instructors, commentators, guests and participants, as the case may be, and do 
not necessarily represent those of BetterInvesting™ or BIVAB.  Investors should conduct 
their own review and analysis of any company of interest before making an investment 
decision.

• Securities discussed may be held by the instructors in their own personal portfolios or 
in those of their clients.  BI presenters and volunteers are held to a strict code of 
conduct that precludes benefiting financially from educational presentations or public 
activities via any BetterInvesting programs, events and/or educational sessions in which 
they participate.  Any violation is strictly prohibited and should be reported to the 
President of BetterInvesting or the Manager of Volunteer Relations.

• This presentation may contain images of websites and products or services not 
endorsed by BetterInvesting.  The presenter is not endorsing or promoting the use of 
these websites, products or services.
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Areas of Change

• Employers and plan sponsors

• Help for small employers

• MEPs – Multiple employer plans

• Relaxed 529 withdrawals

• Kiddie tax change
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5 Changes impacting IRA 

account holders

• Required minimum distribution age raised from 
70 ½ to 72

• Maximum contribution age has been repealed -
as long as you are working with earned income

• Penalty-free withdrawals for childbirth or 
adoption related expenses may be permitted

• Definition of earned income for students 
expanded

• Required distribution rules have been changed 
for beneficiaries
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Loss of ‘Stretch' IRA option
• Beneficiaries of inherited IRAs must withdraw entire 

amount within 10 years of original owner's death

• Could have greater tax implications for beneficiaries

• Exceptions - who can still "stretch“
• surviving spouse

• child who hasn't reached legal adult age

• disabled or chronically ill individuals

• an individual who is not more than 10 years younger 

than the deceased

• beneficiaries of IRA owners who died before Dec 31, 

2019
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Options to consider

• Convert IRAs to Roth IRAs and pay the taxes now

• Buy life insurance and pay premiums out of IRA

• Set up a Qualified Charitable Distribution

• Irrevocable Trusts for children

• Do nothing - may not be worth the trouble and 

expense to find a work-around if smaller IRA
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Who else gains from the 

SECURE ACT?

• Big asset managers and the insurance industry

• More individuals saving means more money 

coming into plans

• Multiple Employer Plans will add access to 

alternative assets and asset classes

• Annuities can be added to plans
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What to do next

• Do your homework

• Learn what you can about the new changes

• And, as always, check with your tax and financial 

advisors about any of these changes that may 

impact you and your beneficiaries
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Questions?

Consider your own circumstances when evaluating how these changes will impact you.
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